




Off-Season Flower

One day in June, at 6 PM-- At Marugame Castle.

Crowds thronged at the courtyard in front of the inner citadel tower. Behind them were media crews 
with video cameras at the ready.

All eyes were lled with both hope and anxiety.

When the sky began to darken with the evening's madder red hue, a lone girl appeared at the entrance 
of the castle tower. 

e girl was Nogi Wakaba.

With sword in hand and hero outt on her body, the girl faced the people with the tower at her back.

e people stirred as they all began to notice her.

But Wakaba did nothing.

She simply stuck her sword into the soil and stood silently.

e stirring crowd eventually succumbed to the pressure of Wakaba's silence and sealed their lips.

e tension rose--

AAnd once the tension had reached critical mass, Wakaba nally opened her lips.

"In about a month and a half, we will reach the fourth anniversary of the tragic 7/30 disaster."

e crowd watched Wakaba and listened to her words.

"Many things were stolen from us that day. Our lives, our land, and even our freedom to look up to 
the sky. at day, humanity's natural predator came soaring down from the sky, with strength beyond 
comprehension. But we would not go down without a ght. Weak we may be, but humanity possesses 
weapons unique to us: the weapons of wisdom and courage--"

WWakaba continued speaking, using the sheer intensity of her voice, without a megaphone.

She spoke of the cruel damage inicted upon humanity by the monsters known as the Vertexes.

She spoke of the human endeavors to stand up against those monsters.

And nally, she spoke of the "Heroes", those who received the blessings of the land gods, strengthened 
by human wisdom, granting them the power to oppose the monsters.

Wakaba had been popular with the people of Shikoku, almost to the point of worship. e crowd 
listened so intently, they forgot to blink.

"--"--And now, the enemy has fortied its strength as well, forcing humanity into crisis once more. e 
heroes Doi Tamako and Iwojima Anzu have fallen in battle."
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If she entered the hospital through the front entrance, the receptionist would spot her, so Chikage 
entered through the back entrance. She walked cautiously so that the hospital staff wouldn't nd her.

She already knew where Yuuna's room was. Once she somehow managed to get there without anyone 
spotting her, she knocked on the door.

But there was no answer.

She quietly opened the door, but there was nobody inside.

(Is she... out...?)

at couldn't be. Yuuna couldn't have recovered enough to go outside the hospital. At most, she could 
perhaps walk through the garden. She'd be back before long, so Chikage thought she could just wait 
in the room for her to get back-- but as soon as that thought crossed her mind, she heard a familiar 
coming from down the hallway.

"Ahahah... But... awwrighty, I'll do my best!"

It was Yuuna.

Just hearing that voice was enough to clear up some of Chikage's gloomy mood.

YYuuna's voice came from the "physical practice room"-- the room for physical rehabilitation. Chikage 
went to the physical practice room door and peeked in.

"Takashima-sa-- ah...."

But Chikage swallowed her words halfway.

Yuuna wasn't alone in the room; Wakaba was with her. Yuuna was squeezing a hand-sized ball over 
and over, perhaps for arm rehabilitation. Wakaba was beside her, apparently counting how her reps.

Without thinking, Chikage hid behind the corner of the door.

((Wait... why am I hiding...?)

She could've easily just gone and talked to them.

But for some reason, she hesitated.

She kept peeking at Yuuna and Wakaba from behind the door.

She couldn't hear what they were saying clearly. Just bits and pieces.

"But... couldn't help it. So..."

"Come on, Wakaba-chan... Yeah, me too... I'm sure if we all... ... you know!"
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Wakaba crossed her arms in thought and started talking about something with a stumped look on her 
face. Yuuna continued her arm rehab while smiling at Wakaba's words and nodding encouragingly. It 
appeared Wakaba was consulting Yuuna about something and Yuuna was providing answers.

As she watched the exchange-- Chikage felt all too deeply torn.

Yuuna and Wakaba were fellow heroes, strong, brave, and charming, both of equal standing.

(But... I'm nothing like that...)

She was gloomy, weak, and not even a hero now.

(I... d(I... don't belong with them...)

At that moment, perhaps noticing a presence at the door, Wakaba turned around and saw Chikage.

"Ah... Chikage!"

"Gun-chan!?"

Yuuna noticed Chikage too and tried to get up from her chair. But perhaps since her body wasn't in 
perfect condition, she lost her balance.

"Watch ou--"

CChikage reexively rushed up to Yuuna, but Wakaba caught Yuuna since she was next to her.

"You okay, Yuuna?"

"Yeah, thanks, Wakaba-chan."

Upon seeing that happen,

Chikage turned around and made a mad dash as if to escape from something.

"Chikage! Where are you going!?"

Wakaba called out to Chikage, but she ran off without stopping.

""What do you think is up with Gun-chan...?"

A puzzled look spread across Yuuna's face.

"Hmm... Well, there's something I want to talk about with Chikage too..."

Wakaba was worried about Chikage too since the house arrest meant she couldn't see her. She had no 
idea why Chikage had come to the hospital, but Wakaba wanted to make sure she was okay.

"Aww, and we were just talking about how we were all going to go to the Taisha and tell them it wasn't 
Gun-chan's fault..."
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Chikage stood still inside her wreck of a room.

"... I've lost... everything... Everything... was stolen from me..."

And now there was someone who had everything Chikage had lost.

"I'll take it back... I'll take everything back... I swear..."

Chikage took out her smartphone and began typing out a message to the Taisha:

"I'"I've had plenty of time to rest, and as you can see, I've calmed down now. I've reected deeply and 
now regret the incident I caused the other day--""

e next day--

Once again, only Wakaba and Hinata showed up at school in Marugame Castle.

Classes continued as usual, even with only the two of them.

During lunch break, Wakaba and Hinata talked as they ate udon in the dining room.

"Chikage-san... still hasn't been released from house arrest, huh?"

""ey should at last let her come to school. She'd feel a lot better here than just staying secluded at 
home all day...."

"I'm worried. is isn't the best time for--"

As if to interrupt Hinata, an alarm rang from Wakaba's smartphone.

Wakaba looked up to see Hinata had frozen in place. No, it wasn't just inata. Not even the hands on 
the clock were moving.

"Forestization...!?"

WWakaba activated her transformation app and ew out of the dining room as her clothes changed into 
her hero outt.

As she got outside, the sight of Shikoku coated in vegetation came into view. From far in the distance, 
she could see a white horde of Vertexes approaching.

Now, Wakaba was the only hero able to ght. Could she win against the monsters all alone?

(But failure is not an option...)

If Wakaba lost here, nobody else could stand up against the Vertexes--

AAt that moment, a lone girl landed right next to her.

"I'm... here too..."
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e sight gave Chikage a dark joy.

Just like the time she rampaged in her hometown, her mind was soaked in hatred and she could feel it 
crumble. 'Erase Nogi Wakaba and you'll be a loved and respected hero.' -- said another Chikage inside 
her head.

e fairy's inuence was eating awaway at Chikage's mind all the more.

"'"'Ohohagari' (大葉刈, the Great Leaf Reaper)... e spiritual power imbued within this scythe ts me 
perfectly now...!"

e Ohohagari-- the unpleasant blade was used by a land god to cut down his friend's mourning hut.

And thus, it was a suitable weapon to kill an ally.

e seven Chikages kept swinging their scythes at Wakaba.

"Ghhh!"

Wakaba leapt away, trying to escape the seige of Chikages.

BBut the Chikages remained hot on Wakaba's pursuit.

Even as Wakaba ed, the Vertexes continued to attack her. As Wakaba dealt with the Vertexes, the 
Chikages caught up to her and surrounded her again.

"I... will take... your place...!"

Chikage relentlessly swung her scythes.

No matter how procient Wakaba was in martial arts, there was nothing she could do to perfectly 
dodge all of the seven Chikages' simultaneous attacks.

e longer Wakaba desperately warded off attacks, the more her body got wounded.

"You... if it weren't for you...!! I was loved...!!"

Chikage's sorrowful cries echoed.

With each scythe swing she took, Wakaba felt Chikage's anguish and sorrow.

(What... should I have done...?)

Every memory she spent with Chikage ran through Wakaba's brain.

WWhen they rst met, there had perhaps been some discord between them. But lately, they had worked 
it out and connected their hearts as friends, or so she had thought.

And yet-- now Wakaba was nothing more to Chikage than a target of her hatred and killing intent.
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(My hero power... disappeared...!?)

"Chikage!? What happened!?"

Chikage couldn't answer Wakaba's question, as not even she knew what was going on with her own 
body.

Chikage took out her smartphone and in a panic, she tried to activate the transformation app over and 
over, but she could not transform.

""Why won't... it work...!? I can't transform... I can't become a hero...!!"

For some unknown reason, Chikage had completely lost all power as a hero.

e Vertexes swarmed Chikage. A lone, now defenseless girl would be nothing but easy food for the 
monsters--

--normally, that is.

"Haah!"

Wakaba swung her sword, cutting down all the monsters swarming towards Chikage.

WWakaba shielded her.

"Chikage, don't you dare leave my side!"

"Huh...?"

As Chikage looked in confusion, Wakaba kept ghting while protecting her. Wakaba slew the countless 
Vertexes without leaving Chikage's side for a moment.

Fighting the Vertexes without moving from the same spot was far more difficult than ghting them in 
motion. Mobility was one of the most powerful weapons that separated the heroes from the Vertexes.

WWithout it, the heroes were susceptible to concentrated attacks from all sides.

Without her hero powers, Chikage had pretty much lost all of her mobility. If Wakaba were to move 
around, Chikage would be unable to keep up. us, Wakaba had no choice but to ght in place at 
Chikage's side.

"Why..? Why... are you... protecting me...?"

Chikage could not understand. She had attacked Wakaba with the intent to kill.

"Why? Isn't it obvious? Because we're friends!"

""Huh...?"

"Because we're friends!! No matter what you do, you're my friend!! So I'll protect you!! No matter what!!"
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"Nogi... san..."

In order to withstand the tempest of Vertex attacks, Wakaba activated a trump card, imbuing her body 
with Yoshitsune's power to ght.

But even so, the battle conditions were overwhelmingly unfavorable.

SSome of the Vertexes became an evolved form, ring countless arrows at Wakaba from a distance. 
She deected the arrows with her sword, but each arrow deected meant another attack she could 
not perform.

"Raaahhhh!"

Wakaba grabbed an arrow out of the air with her bare hand. e friction of the arrow split the skin 
on her palm, causing her to bleed. But nevertheless, she hurled the arrow back. Wakaba's repurposed 
arrow pierced the evolved Vertex's body.

""Haah... haaah...!"

Wakaba's breathing grew rough. In addition to the exhaustion from using a trump card, she was under 
concentrated enemy re, giving her not a moment's rest. She was building fatigue at an alarming rate.

But nevertheless, Wakaba protected Chikage.

In Chikage's eyes, Wakaba was a true hero of legend.

As she watched Wakaba's never-ending ght, Chikage thought to herself--

(Why... couldn't I be like that...)

WWas it because the inuence of fairy power brought her to mental instability?

No, Wakaba had been using fairy power just as much as Chikage had.

Was it due to her unfortunate background? No, everyone who had lived through the day the Vertexes 
rst invaded had an unfortunate background. Including Wakaba.

(In the end... I... was just weak...)

e only problem was in Chikage's mind.

(But in that case--)

IIf the problem was only in her mind--

(en I too... can be like Nogi-san...!)

Wakaba's concentration paused for a moment out of exhaustion, leaving her open. A Vertex took the 
opportunity to snap at her.
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"Nogi-san!"

Chikage pushed Wakaba, saving her from the enemy's attack.

--but not without a great cost.

In Wakaba's place, Chikage became Vertex food.

"AAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!"

As the monster bit into her, Chikage let out an intense, painful cry.

""Chikage!!"

Wakaba cut down that Vertex posthaste, but from Chikage's body was tattered from her shoulder 
down her side. Her esh was gouged, her bones fractured and exposed. Her internal organs were 
likely done for as well.

(Ahh... crap... is wound is... but... it doesn't... hurt... anymore...)

Chikage's consciousness faded into the distance.

In her blurred vision, she saw Wakaba roaring as she fought.

EEven now, Wakaba still stayed in place, protecting Chikage.

(... It's... okay now... I'm... beyond... help... So there's... no need... to protect me anymore... I'm sorry... 
Nogi-san... I'm sorry... for everything... I've done...)

And then Chikage's consciousness cut out.

By the time she regained consciousness, the surrounding Jukai disappeared, leaving Chikage on the 
ground in Marugame Castle's inner citadel.

e sun had began to set, leaving the area seeped in the color of the evening.

NNot one Vertex remained.

And standing before Chikage's eyes was a heavily wounded Wakaba.

(Amazing... she really... did it...)

Wakaba had annihilated every last Vertex.

All while protecting Chikage, without moving a single step.

"Chikage, we need to get you to the hospital...!"

WWakaba held Chikage with both hands. But Chikage could not even feel them. Her entire body had 
already gone numb.
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e fact that she couldn't even feel the warmth of Wakaba's hands... was a little sad.

"... It's... no use... It's something of a miracle... that I'm even alive right now..."

"Don't say that!"

e tone of Wakaba's shout alone made it clear that Chikage's wounds were beyond medical help.
As she lay in Wakaba's arms, Chikage could see the evening town and sea spreading out from beneath 
Marugame Castle.

CChikage knew that every day, Wakaba would come to this inner citadel to gaze upon the Seto Inland 
Sea.

"... Let me... rest like this... just a while longer... It'll be hard... to carry me..."

"en I'll call for a medical team here!"

Wakaba took out her smartphone as her body trembled in sorrow.

(I thought... that if I died... nobody would mourn me...)

Chikage wanted to be loved.

SShe thought that if she strove as a hero, she would prove her worth and be loved by others.

So she fought, and fought...

When unbeatable Vertexes appeared-- when she lost her hero power-- when people stopped loving 
her-- she had thought she had lost everything.

But in truth, she didn't.

e days they spent in Marugame castle together--

e udon they ate together. e Vertexes they fought together. e hot-spring trip they spent together. 
e games they played together. e leisurely hours they spent together.

Regardless of her hero power, or her Vertex ghts, Chikage's friends had loved her as a friend.

(... I'm such... an idiot...)

If only she had made that realization--

Chikage would probably have been satised.

She would have been satised just being loved by her friends.

"... "... Tell Takashima-san... thanks... for everything..."
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